
Living La Dolce Vita
In Tuscany

September 23-30, 2017
with Marie Fratoni

Refresh Your Life with the Spirit of La Dolce Vita

Highlights of your week:
Ø Explore new conversations together to slow down & re-center 
Ø Daily excursions to savor the unique spirit of harvest time in 

Tuscany
Ø Premier accommodations at the restored San Fedele

monastery
Ø Daily breakfast, dinner (with wine) by our personal chef
Ø Visit medieval Siena and local hilltowns; casual Tuscan 

cooking class
Ø Chianti winery tour and tasting during the grape harvest
Ø Pickup in Florence; all local transportation

Accommodations: we will stay for a week at the beautifully restored San Fedele monastery.  It 
dates from the 11th century and sits in the Chianti hills outside of Siena.  All rooms have private, 
modern bathrooms and all amenities. Large studio space for class.
CEO of Get Clients Everywhere, Marie Fratoni coaches business owners and professionals to become savvy, 
social, and successful through cultivating professional relationships that are both fulfilling and profitable. As a 
community leader, Marie is a staunch support for women in business, founding and leading several 
professional organizations throughout the years like the Women's Professional Development Network (WPDN) 
in Atlanta. Marie is a Registered Corporate Coach and popular speaker. 

Price for 7 days:  $2,795*
$550 single supplement

- Airfare not included –
* $100 discount if registered by March 1st.

To register:
www.ilchiostro.com
info@ilchiostro.com
800-990-3506

Allow your inner Michelangelo to emerge as you commune with the beautiful sights, aromas, 
and tastes of the abundant Chianti region of Italy. For 7 days under the Tuscan sun, we will 
relax, restore ourselves and celebrate the sweet life with new friends. Experience the true 
spirit of "la dolce vita" while creating your own personal restoration and renewal! 
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